spatreatments

Wax On, Wax Off
We test the waxing systems that promise to leave you hair free.

signature wax at Wax
In The City

This place is a revelation! We
wandered into Wax in the
City on a Saturday, they don’t
operate a booking system so
you pop in whenever suits. It’s
estimated you’ll never need to
wait more than 20 minutes for
an appointment, the idea is that
they are similar to a nail bar but
for waxing – in our opinion this
is a great innovation, especially
if you are in dire need of a last
minute panic wax. The salon
is clean and decor is minimal,
staff are friendly and calming.
We opted for the extended
bikini wax and were in and out
in 15 minutes. Impressive. The
speed and skill of the waxer
leaves you little time to fear any
pain and the treatment itself is
ouchie free, perhaps due to their
unique blend of own brand
wax. They also have a ingrown
hair gel which is magic in a
tube. This reviewer was very
impressed and will return.
Extended bikini wax (e18/15
mins) at Wax in the City, 26
South William Street, Dublin 2;
Wax-in-the-city.com

Lycon at Brazilia

Sometimes being the first
to market with a great idea
means that as more and more
rivals pop up, the original is
somewhat left behind. Not so
with Brazilia, who were, to our
recollection, one of the very
first salons to bring a premium
waxing experience to Dublin.
Today a treatment at Brazilia
is still top of the class, set in a
tall building on South William
Street with tasteful interiors,
each treatment room is large
and comfortable and has a wall
mounted television to keep
customers distracted from the
task at hand. Our leg wax was
done using Australian brand
Lycon – it causes little irritation
thanks to the fine resins and
natural ingredients used. It can
get to stubborn little hairs (as
short as 1mm) which is a bonus
in the summer months and is
full of gorgeous essential oils.

wax in the city

brazilia

The finish is smooth and minus the sticky residue that other waxes
tend to leave behind. Brazilia is also branching out and in recent
times has offered customers laser hair removal as well, but their
waxing business is still as busy as ever. It just goes to show that
sometimes, the originals are the best.
Full leg wax (e40/35mins) at Brazilia, 50 South William Street,
Dublin 2; Brazilia.ie

signature wax at Waxperts

Waxing is not often a pleasurable experience but it was nothing
short of a joy here. The wax is heated to a much lower temperature
than other systems so not only do you barely feel it going on, their
special own-brand wax is super flexible, grips to even the shortest
hair and comes off virtually painlessly. Staff are experienced,
knowledgeable and never make you feel uncomfortable, you can
even watch TV while they get to work. A soothing lavender oil is
constantly applied throughout the treatment which leaves the skin
feeling super moisturised. It’s worth a trip to Dun Laoghaire to visit
this super-cute and super-efficient salon.
Inbetweeny bikini wax (e45/30 mins) at Waxperts, 78a George’s
Street Lower, Dun Laoghaire; Waxperts.ie

Caron Waxing System at UrbanWax

Imagine our curiosity when we heard of a waxing system that
promises to be gentle, even on sensitive skin? The Caron system
used by UrbanWax on Suffolk Street originated in Australia and
its signature Brilliance Hard Wax includes the ingredient titanium
dioxide that reduces skin redness and discomfort. Our therapist
Olga explained that the wax also contains exotic coconut
extracts, has a highly flexible texture, and is hypo allergenic; all
music to our ears. We opted for the Brazilian and Olga applied a
dusting of cornflour to skin (“it’s more natural than talc”), and
we were off. When applied to skin the wax felt very pliable not
brittle, and Olga was brilliant, talking us through the process
and teaching us to use our breath to reduce the pain as each strip
came off. The unique formula smelt great and looked luxurious.
Once the session was over Olga even gave us tips on aftercare and
maintenance. Brilliant.
Brazilian wax (e60/30mins) at UrbanWax, 22-23 Suffolk Street,
Dublin 2; Urbanwax.com

Sugaring at The Hive

Leave any preconceived notions
of sugaring as hippy dippy at
the door, this treatment at chic
salon The Hive is seriously
impressive. The sugarist,
Seattle-native Lindsay Leggett
McCarthy, trained for over
four years in her home city
perfecting her skills in this niche
hair removal treatment and her
speciality is the Brazilian. As a
first time sugarer this reviewer
wasn’t feeling bikini brave so
instead went for a half leg wax.
Sugaring uses a mix of sugar,
lemon and water to create a
soft sticky paste. It is applied at
room temperature, so there’s no
burn risk and because it’s water
based it doesn’t stick to skin but
only hair so you don’t lose a
layer of skin (or irritate varicose
veins, bonus!) It’s considerably
less painful than traditional
wax and any redness disappears
quickly making it the smart
choice for sensitive skin. The
sugar mix is also water soluble
which means no annoying
sticky wax residue postappointment. We’ve already
booked our next treatment.
Half leg sugaring (e50/40mins)
by Lindsay Leggett McCarthy
at The Hive, 58 South Great
Georges Street, Dublin 2;
Lindsaythesugarist.com n
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